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DETAILS

Item type:  For Sale

Posted on :  02/11/2023

DESCRIPTION

RS Cosworth. This is a remarkably special car which is incredibly original in many respects.
Our Sapphire Cosworth comes with an impressive spec to include full leather upholstery, air-
conditioning and sunroof and the car comes with a very well documented, comprehensive
history file. The car comes with an original Ford Sierra handbook. It was MOT tested at 22410
in the UK, but then not tested again when selling the car in 2016 at 22769 miles. During this
period, the car was used for a magazine feature (Classic Car Mart) and a copy is in the history
file. Receipts are on file for front brake discs, pads and servo, four new tyres, replacement
timing belt (2019), air-conditioning re-gas and the wheels were re-furbished. We serviced and
MOT tested the Sierra prior to collection and it now returns ready to go. The Cosworth is in
exceptional, showroom condition. We'd go as far to say the car is immaculate with exceptional
paintwork, perfect clean wheel arches, beautiful straight body panels, absolutely no major
blemishes or defects. It's hard to fault the body, it appears incredibly original and its clear the
car has led a very sheltered garaged life. The car has had no underside work, its original and as
we'd expect a top class low mileage example. The interior is equally as impressive with
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stunning leather upholstery, exceptional dashboard, parcel shelf and carpets. The engine bay is
original and stunning, clean and ready for the show scene. The Sierra drives perfectly offering
impressive performance, road holding and braking. The car is ready to go, it's a pristine
example with excellent paperwork that will not disappoint.

AD INFORMATION

Year:  1989

VAT applicable?:  No

Mileage:  27600 miles

Region:  Yorkshire and the Humber

ITEM ADDRESS

Knapton Wold Road, Malton, England, North Yorkshire, YO17, United Kingdom
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